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Sea Song Tours
0506 166 17 65
mustafa@seasong.com

8 Day Itinerary

VOYAGE ITINERARY 7 NIGHTS: BODRUM TO GOCEK
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Day 1

Embarkation in Bodrum 3:00 PM
Black Island - Poyraz Bay

Day 2

Breakfast on your gulet
Ancient Knidos
Datca
Optional Activity / Datca Old Town with Private Guide & Driver
Optional Activity / Wine Tasting in Datca
Optional Activity / Olive Oil Farm
Optional Activity / Explore Mehmet Ali Aga Mansion

Day 3

Orhaniye Village
Selimiye Village
Explore the local restaurants in Selimiye Village

Day 4

Bozburun Bay
Bozburun Marina
Bozburun Yatch Club
Serce Bay

Day 5

Kadrga Bay
Marmaris
Dede Restaurant

Day 6

Ekincik Bay
Optional Activity / Explore Dalyan River & Caunos Ancient Site with a
Private Guide
Caunos Ancient City
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Private Guide
Caunos Ancient City

Day 7

Aga Liman
Yassica Islands

Day 8

Disembarkation in Gocek

Day 1

Embarkation in Bodrum
3:00 PM
Start Time

Embarkation in Bodrum harbor around 3:00 pm with welcome meeting and introduction to the crew. If you come early, we can
store your luggage and then you can explore Bodrum town.

Black Island - Poyraz Bay

In the afternoon, cruise for approximately 1 hour to Black Island - Poyraz Bay for swimming, snorkeling, and overnight. Poyraz
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In the afternoon, cruise for approximately 1 hour to Black Island - Poyraz Bay for swimming, snorkeling, and overnight. Poyraz
Bay is located about two-thirds of the way down the southern side of Black Island and is sheltered behind a rocky outcrop,
although the bay itself was constantly swept with a strong breeze. This bay always has a nice breeze and is relaxing on hot
summer nights. The gulet will anchor and you will have time for a swim before dinner.
Dinner will be served on your gulet at Poyraz Bay.
Overnight on your gulet at Poyraz Bay.
The Day’s Cruise;
Approximately Sailing Distance: 10 nautical miles
Approximately Sailing Time: 1 hour

Day 2

Breakfast on your gulet
Enjoy your Turkish breakfast specifically prepared for you.

Ancient Knidos
After breakfast, cruise for approximately 2 hours to the ancient site of Knidos, the only surviving city of the Dorian Hexapolis
and a famous port and medical center in antiquity. You will have a walking tour on your own, approximately 1½ hours
exploring the ancient ruins. Explore the ruins, including an impressive amphitheater and statues. Excavation of the site is still
going on. The town, renowned for its history as much as for its geography and boasting an attractive landscape, used to have
two ports, one for commercial and one for military purposes
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Datca
After lunch, cruise for approximately 2 hours to the picturesque resort of Datca. This town offers shopping and café
possibilities, so it is an excellent place for a brief walk in the town. Known for its natural beauty and climate, Datca provides a
window into the life of rural Turkey 50 to 100 years ago. Village life is still based on agriculture, fishing, and the building of the
gulet
The Day’s Cruise;
Approximately Sailing Distance: 39 nautical miles
Approximately Sailing Time: 4 hours

Optional Activity / Datca Old Town with Private Guide & Driver
Datca town recommended stops:
- Olive Oil Farm
- Walking on the stone pathways between the old stone houses
- Can Yucel Street (famous Turkish poet)
- Datca Kaya Honey & Almond Store
- Datca Village Products Shop
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Optional Activity / Wine Tasting in Datca
Taste the most delicious wines in Datca where is the Tuscany of Turkey.

Optional Activity / Olive Oil Farm
Olive Farm was established in 1995 by an American industrialist and engineer, Richard Rosenberg, on
a land of 350 thousand square meters in Datca. The purpose of this establishment was to export the
world’s highest quality olive oil and by-products to the United States.
In 2005, Richard, due to retirement, sold Olive Farm to a Datca-lover from Istanbul and returned to
his own country.
Since then, the land of Olive Farm has further expanded and as a whole, obtained Organic Agriculture
Certificate. The variety of products derived from this Organic Farm has increased, and a guesthouse
was added to the facilities in order for the people to experience Olive Farm first hand. In the

meantime, technology and knowledge have been refreshed. Today, in the orchard of Olive Farm,
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meantime, technology and knowledge have been refreshed. Today, in the orchard of Olive Farm,
Organic Olive Oil, Vinegar, Wooden Toys From Olive Tree, Kitchen Utensils, Variety of Fruits, Herbs
and Jams Made From These Herbs, Molasses, Soaps, Natural Care
Products Made From Olive Oil, Creams, and Hair Care Products are produced. All are produced and
packaged in Olive Farm.

Optional Activity / Explore Mehmet Ali Aga Mansion
The two-thousand-year-old heritage of Datca, which Strabo, the ancient Greek historian, and
geographer described as the “Place where God sent His children for whom he wished a long and
healthy life,” was resurrected in the early 2000s, much like a Phoenix rising from its ashes. The
“Mehmet Ali Aga Mansion,” which is perched on the summit of the Readiye neighborhood from which
the peninsula got its second name, or the “Kocaev” (The Big House) as the local people call it, has
been faithfully restored and transformed into a center serving tourism and regional culture by
providing the kinds of immaculate service suitable to this century.
The mansion known as “Kocaev” was built in the early 1800’s by the father of Tuhfezade Mehmet Ali
Aga. Documents and contemporary testimony confirm that the most illustrious period of Kocaev was
the time when Mehmet Ali Aga lived there. It was during those years that Aga was also serving as a
mayor in Rhodes. When in the early 1950’s the buildings and grounds found themselves bereft of
surviving members, the mansion, along with the rest of the estate, was sold. This began a period of
continual change of ownership and functions. In the ensuing years, it was used as a tobacco
warehouse, a cinema, a school, and a marriage hall. During those years the mansion suffered from
modifications and even a partial collapse.
Dinner is also suggested on this beautiful property.
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Day 3

Orhaniye Village
Breakfast on your gulet.
After breakfast, cruise for approximately
2.5 hours to Orhaniye. In Orhaniye Bay, you will see the unique scenery of a natural tidal formation called 'Kiz Kumu'
(Maiden's Beach). There are so many myths about this reddish sand path going from the shore to the inner parts of the sea,
which is suitable for walking. On a tiny island located in the bay, you can see the wrecks of an antique castle, a sign of an
ancient city.

Selimiye Village
After lunch, cruise for approximately 1 hour to the charming village of Selimiye. Selimiye is the harbor in which so many ships
were wrecked when trying to take shelter from storms in antiquity. Here you have the option to take your dinghy to the village
seafront where you can walk.
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Explore the local restaurants in Selimiye Village
The Day’s Cruise;
Approximately Sailing Distance: 38 nautical miles
Approximately Sailing Time: 3,5 hours

Day 4

Bozburun Bay
After breakfast, cruise for approximately 1 hour to the beautiful Bozburun bay. Just like the coral waters of the tropical seas,
the waters here turn into turquoise from dark blue.
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Bozburun Marina
The captain can dinghy you into the harbor so, that you may explore this small shore town that is still not developed due to the
winding roads that need to be driven across in order to reach it

Bozburun Yatch Club
You can also spend some quality time at the Bozburun Yacht Club.
Lunch is suggested at Bozburun Yacht Club restaurant at Bozburun or on your gulet.
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Serce Bay
After lunch, cruise for approximately 1.5 hours to Serce Bay for swimming and enjoying the beautiful nature. This natural bay
is a perfect spot for some hiking, water sports activities, and snorkeling. Its strategic location as a shelter from harsh weather
has resulted in many shipwrecks at its entrance, including one which is on display at the Museum of Underwater Archaeology
in Bodrum
The Day’s Cruise;
Approximately Sailing Distance: 30 nautical miles
Approximately Sailing Time: 2.5 hours

Day 5

Kadrga Bay
After breakfast, cruise for approximately 2 hours to Kadirga bay. Kadrga Limani is a bay to the west of and right behind
Kadirga headland, on which is a lighthouse. It has three small inlets. The coast is covered with brushwood and scattered olive
groves. There are no habitations.
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Marmaris
After lunch, cruise for approximately 1 hour to Marmaris. In Marmaris, explore the many shopping opportunities and the
beautiful backdrop of this vibrant town and its crusader castle
The Day’s Cruise;
Approximately Sailing Distance: 32 nautical miles
Approximately Sailing Time: 3 hours

Dede Restaurant
Dinner is recommended at Dede Restaurant or will be served on your gulet
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Day 6

Ekincik Bay
Breakfast on your gulet.
After breakfast, cruise for approximately 2 hours to Ekincik Bay. The village of Ekincik lies on the north shore of Port Köyceiz
and can be accessed via road and sea. Most that visit Ekincik come on traditional gulets or yachts, stopping off to take a
riverboat trip up the Dalyan river to see the
spectacular ancient rock tombs of Kaunos.
The Day’s Cruise;
Approximately Sailing Distance: 22 nautical miles
Approximately Sailing Time: 2 hours

Optional Activity / Explore Dalyan River & Caunos Ancient Site with
a Private Guide
A trip by riverboat takes you past the remarkable river scenery.
Lunch is suggested on your gulet.
You can view one of the most stunning features of the Lycian rock tombs sculpted in the form of the
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You can view one of the most stunning features of the Lycian rock tombs sculpted in the form of the
porticoes of small Ionian temples. These are among the most splendid examples of Lycian funerary
architecture in Turkey, although the tomb builders were Carians.

Caunos Ancient City
Then, you can visit the Caunos ancient city. The Mediterranean shore, which once surrounded the
hill on which the archaeological site stands has now retreated 5 kilometers to the south, pushed
back by silt from the Dalyan River. Continue down the river and view Iztuzu beach, home to the
Caretta Caretta loggerhead turtles. At the end of your experience, you will return to your gulet.

Day 7

Aga Liman
Breakfast on your gulet.
After breakfast, cruise for approximately 2 hours to the stunning, secluded bay of Aga Limani. There is a great hike on the
shore just follow the road that you can clearly see on the right of the small beach. The road that winds around and up the hill
must have been the original road used for centuries by the Byzantines or perhaps older civilizations. Earthquakes have taken
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must have been the original road used for centuries by the Byzantines or perhaps older civilizations. Earthquakes have taken
their toll, but it is still very clear that this was once a great road. Once at the top of the road, you will see many ruins spread
along the hilltop. Most appear to be Byzantine ancient cultures that are over 1600 years old. You can also indulge in its pristine
waters for swimming and snorkeling. This is a nice little cove where you can swim.

Yassica Islands
After lunch, cruise to Yassica Islands. These are uninhabited islands that are perfect for swimming, visiting, and just sailing
around. Most of these islands have secluded beaches that provide a private relaxation environment, and you can while away
the hours swimming and enjoying the quiet. Apart from relaxing, you can also enjoy a lot of water sports here, especially childsafe water sports that provide a great daytime activity for your kids. The beaches and seashores are stony, so you should come
prepared with proper sea footwear. Some islands are so close to each other, that you can swim from one to the other, which
provides a lot of exhilaration, as well as the competitiveness. The nearest port is located at Gocek, and that is also where most
of the day-trippers come from. Try to stay for sunset, this is when the cameras come out and some of the most romantic and
breathtaking shots can be taken during these hours of the late day.
The Day’s Cruise;
Approximately Sailing Distance: 30 nautical miles
Approximately Sailing Time: 3 hours

Day 8

Disembarkation in Gocek
After breakfast, cruise for approximately 45 minutes to Gocek.
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After breakfast, cruise for approximately 45 minutes to Gocek.
Upon arrival, disembark your gulet at 10:00 am.
The Day’s Cruise;
Approximately Sailing Distance: 4 nautical miles
Approximately Sailing Time: 45 minutes
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